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QoS-Based Routing of Multimedia
Streams in Computer Networks
Ronny Vogel, Ralf Guido Herrtwich, Winfried Kalfa, Hartmut Wittig, and Lars C. Wolf

Abstract-Continuous media such as audio and video require a
certain quality-of-sewice (QoS) when transferred through computer networks. The selection of a network route for a particular
media stream should hence take into account which route is
best-suited for providing this QoS. QoSFinder is a method for
QoS-based routing of multimedia streams. It is based on a
path vector protocol that takes into account throughput, delay,
and 105s rate of individual mute Segments. A simulation of
QoSFinder shows that its heuristic is Superior to metrics that
are only based on one of these parameters. QoSFinder increases
the probability of finding suitable paths through networks for
distributed multimedia applications.

F

OR correct processing and transport of continuous media
such as audio and video, it is essential to meet the
timing requirements of these media. To guarantee a certain
quality-of-service (QoS) in multimedia Systems, careful resource management based on these requirements is needed.
This applies to both local workstation and network resources.
Hence, mechanisms that enhance QoS provision in multimedia
networks require speciai attention.
Qpically, multimedia communication is based on some
notion of a flow of multimedia strearns from one sender
through a certain Set of networks and routers to one or more
receivers as shown in Fig. 1. Such flows can be transmitted
via connectionless (as in RSVP [I]) or connection-oriented (as
in ST-II [14] and ST-iI+ [2]) network services.
During flow setup, at first a route has to be determined.
Then, resource managers at the selected nodes accept requests
for the desired QoS, test whether this QoS can be provided, and
report back the result [17], [18]. This process is repeated hopby-hop until ail destinations are reached. The QoS parameters
are exchanged in the form of flow specifications that depend
on the specific protocol.
If a node cannot provide the requested QoS, the setup
is typically aborted and the application is informed that the
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requested QoS is not available. This indicates that the path of
nodes that participate in a flow setup is cmcial for success:
While nodes on the selected route may be overloaded, other
routes in the network may still provide sufficient QoS. How
to select a proper route for a flow, however, is not determined
by existing flow management protocols. In fact, it is often not
considered at ail (and left to the source) or addressed with
traditional routing algorithms.
Because the problem of calculating a path subject to multiple constraints has been proven NP-complete for many
common Parameter combinations, usually the complexity is
reduced by choosing a subset of QoS parameters [19], [15].
There are no dynamic routing methods that use a complete
set of QoS parameters to determine a route for a multimedia
data flow.
In this Paper, a dynami'c routing method is introduced that
is applicable to any given Parameter Set. It cooperates with
the resource management of network nodes and considers the
QoS requirements of multimedia streams for routing decisions.
Section II introduces the architecture of our solution called
QoSFinder. In Section Iii, we deal with details of the routing
protocol. Section IV reports on experience with our implementation of QoSFinder and presents simulation and test results.
Finally, Section V provides an outlook on future research in
this area.
II. QOSF'INDER:A R O ~ N METHOD
G
FOR CONTINUOUS-MEDIA
STREAMS
Routing methods used in circuit-switched networks, packetswitched networks, and packet-switched networks with virtual
connections were investigated for their suitability to route
continuous media streams in [16]. The design of the new
routing method for connection-oriented network services is
based on the following considerations: Multimedia flows are
comparatively long-lived and routing decisions are made only
at connection setup. Therefore every routing decision may
influence the network state for a longer time compared to
per-packet routing. So a more costly routing method could
be acceptable if a higher probability of successful flow setup
can be achieved.
A. Architecture
In our model, every node routing multimedia strearns mns
a QoSFinder process. The separation of the routing process
from the resource management and from network protocols
was a key design god. QoSFinder is neither responsible
.00 O 1996 IEEE
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QoS-driven methods are needed especially for these networks.
In case of network failures, it is not guaranteed that a switch to
alternative routes occurs immediately. Furthermore, alternative
routes to the same destination via the same neighbor are not
distinguishable [7].
Linkstate routing requires reliable transrnission of linkstate
packets (LSP's) to all participating routers. Compared with
distance vector routing, linkstate routing uses extended information about network topology. After changes in the cost of a
route or network topology, linkstate routing converges quickly
to a stable state. In the case of state changes in a part of the
network, all routers have to irpdate their databases and have to
calculate new routes. The first step is the distribution of LSP's,
the second step the local route calculation. Eavesdropping by
endsystems is problematic, because LSP's have to be delivered
reliably [7].
Path vector routing has been derived from distance vector
B. Choice of the Routing Protocol
routing [13]. Here, the route calculation takes place step by
The routing protocol is deterrninant for the characteristics step dunng the process of spreading update messages. These
of a routing method. An analysis of distance vector protocols messages contain destinations, costs, and complete routes. On
has shown that they are not suitable for QoS-driven routing. receipt of an update message, it is checked whether one of the
Slow convergence prevents precise reactions and leads to node's own addresses is already included in the route. If so,
persistent unstable states. Especially in meshed networks it a routing loop is detected and the message will be dropped.
is not possible to reliably avoid slow convergence. However, Otherwise the own address will be added at the beginning of
for resource rese~ationnor can it give any guarantees, but
it uses knowledge about the network topology and state
obtained by cornmunication with the resource managers to
offer routes with a high success probability. A QoSFinder
process communicates with four different types of environment
modules.
1) The local resource management system (RMS) and the
RMS of each directly connected network.
2) QoSFinder modules of the neighbor routers. Communication takes place via a routing protocol.
3) All instances which request routes from QoSFinder, e.g.,
agents of flow-orierited network layer protocols such as
ST-11.
4) Management modules, e.g., SNMP subagents.
These modules are depicted in Fig. 2.
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the route, the cost to reach the neighbor which sent the update current load. Current QoS vaiues may be determined by an
will be added to the cost of the route, and the message will inquiry to the responsible RMS.
be forwarded. Path vector routing avoids static routing loops,
Another strategy would consider the additional load caused
however, transient loops dunng route changes can occur. by an accepted flow. A successful flow establishment is asBecause route calculation precedes message forwarding, this sumed and the remaining resources are calculated accordingly.
problem is less critical as in linkstate routing which requires These values are the basis for the route selection. Because
stricter coordination for loop suppression [10].
that calculation could only be done by involving the resource
Initially, a high resource consumption was assumed. But, a management Systems, this approach was rejected.
detailed analysis in [9] has shown that the algorithm results in
The metric of QoSFinder is as follows: the currently availa smaller additional expense than expected.
able throughput t Fbls], the current delay d [ps], and the
In path vector protocols, it is only necessary to foward ?he c ~ c ! i rrror
t
rate e [10-~].
A parameter set ( t , il, e) is assigfied
information received about a path if the cost to a destination to each network segment and to each router. For every way
has been changed compared with the last update message re- through the same router (for protocol processing and packet
ceived for this route. Different strategies of update forwarding fonvarding), the same parameter values (t, d, e) are used.
are possible. For example, one strategy is to use threshold
2) Aggregation of Parameter Sets: Aggregation is the calvalues for cost changes as an additional criterion for update culation of total pararneter values for one route from the
fonvarding.
individual parameter vaiues of network segments and routers.
Route information is accumulated during the spread of The parameter sets of networks and routers are treated equally.
update messages, starting at potential destinations. It is not The number of passed network segments is given by n, and
necessary to spread all routes. Every router may use other the number of passed routers is specified by r . The following
route selection criteria without endangenng routing stability. equations describe the aggregation:
This allows policy-based routing [ l I].
Because of the above-mentioned properties, in our implementation a path vector protocol is used. The availability of
different routes to the same destination allows QoSFinder to
support quick changes to alternative routes in the case of
network failures.
C. Metric
1) Parameter Set: To avoid violations in the quality of Before sending an update message, the local router QoS and
a distributed multimedia application, the set of parameters the QoS of the fust network toward the destination will be
should provide all QoS parameters of the application layer. aggregated with the QoS of the corresponding route already
However, the communication, computation, and Storage com- stored in the routing database.
plexity of the routing method is increased by every additional,
3) Companson of Parameter Sets: The comparison of two
equally-treated, not correlated parameter. A reduction of the parameter sets for a given demand yields the pararneter Set
number of parameters, ordenng them by prionties, or combin- which is "better suited" to satisfy the requirements of that
ing them into a single value reduces the degree of freedom flow. This function is used for routing decisions if more than
in path selection. because information about the actual QoS one route to the specified destination is known. Before the
requirements are not known before the connection request comparison, the local router pararneters and the parameters of
anives [19]. Based on the considerations that many end-to-end the first network to pass on the route have to be aggregated to
parameters in today's networks are not completely independent the route QoS. Then, it is checked whether the parameter Sets
from each other (e.g., if the load increases, delay, delay jitter fulfill the demand. A QoS ( t ,d, e) of a route is assumed to be
or loss increase too [4], [12]), and that for routes with a higher sufficient for a demand ( t d , d d , ed), if
number of networks and routers passed, the QoS is more likely
to be worse than to be better compared to short routes, it is
assumed that only a small subset of the existing routes has to
be stored. Therefore, the used parameter set is not reduced or In case alternative routes exist, parameter sets have to be
ordered by priority. The parameters are treated equally.
compared. Table I shows the four possible cases. In Cases
Because the QoSFinder mechanism has to provide routing 2 and 3, the decision is obvious, because only one parameter
in heterogenous networks, the QoS parameters are abstractions set fulfills the demand. Cases 1 and 4 require further investifrom those parameters provided by each network considered. gations. Although in Case 1 neither of both routes satisfies
Thereby, it is possible to aggregate them across different the demanded parameters, the "better" should be selected.
routers and networks [3]. Considering known QoS specifi- Even if none of the known routes fulfills the demand, the
cations ([5]-[8], 1171) the following common Set has been routing process offers one of them. The routing process is not
selected: throughput, delay and error rate. For comparison responsible for refusing a flow establishment. In Case 4, the .
of two routes it is desirable to know which QoS would be "better" one of the two routes has to be selected.
available for a new flow. The available throughput can be
To decide which route is the "better" one, it is necessary to
calculated from the capacity of a network segment and the define an order across the parameter sets. A-relative quantity
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TABLE I
COMPARISON
OF PARAMEIER
SETS
Demand satisfied?
Selected

Case
1

1

(12, d2, e 3
no

see text

1

no

2

no

(11,di, el)

3

Yes
no

yes

11

Yes

Yes

(12, 4 e2)
see text

Start QoSFindert
shutdown
send
I-GO-DOWN
QosF+ky-HERE,

IT,

T1
called availability is introduced

IT cxcecdcdJ
send UPDATES,
send NOTIN-DOWNS

An availability of a parameter with a value of one means
that the tested parameter value is equal to the demanded
parameter. An availability greater than one indicates reserves.
Availabilities less than one mean that the parameter value does
not meet the demand. The selection of the preferred route
follows these rules:
Fig. 3.

Global states o f QoSFinder.

A

min{Atl ,Adl , Aei} = min{At2, Ad2,Ae2) 3 refer to text.
In the case of equality, the rninimum is removed from both
availability sets and the rules are applied to the resulting sets
again. If this process terrninates with empty sets, the parameter
sets are assumed equally well suited. Hence, that path is
refused which has the lowest value among aii availabilities.
If two parameter sets are equal, the route with less routers
to pass (lower hop number) is selected. If these numbers are
equal as well, the least recently used route is offered.
This heuristic has the following favorable properties: It is
extendable to a higher number of Parameters, for example
by adding monetary cost or delay jitter. Hence, it can be
adapted easily to other parameter sets. Furthermore, the same
importance is attached to all Parameters. Other policies may
be realized by a suitable choice of (td, dd, ed). For example, a
delay optimization can be done by reducing the demanded
delay dd to a very low value. Since a route request is
only rejected by QoSFinder if there is no known route, the
requesting instance will obtain the route with the minimal
delay. On the other hand, a very high dd value ensures that
this parameter does not contribute to the routing decision. That
way, it is possible to take into account application's priorities
conceming the parameters.

Based on the principal mechanisms of QoSFinder presented
in the previous section, we describe in the following subsections the communication with the resource managen, with
route-requesting instances and the routing protocol agents.
Figs. 3-8 show the formal specification of the basic functionality of QoSFinder. All messages (protocol data units, PDU's)
and events (timer expirations) are processed in the order they
arrived.

set of own router addresses
set of addresses o f neighbor routers
d
address of a destination
QoS parameter set
(los
a
address o f a router
R
set of storecl routes (routing table)
r
entry in routing tahle, r = (d, qos, (a,, ..., a,,))
B
set of known breakdowns
b
entry for a hreak, h = (al, a 3
address of an endsystem
e
wildcard for any value
any
<
"completelp" worse in qos comparison
DDT declare down timer (for every ai E N)
MDT maximum down timer (for every ai E N and bj E B marked down)
IT
init timer
HBT hearibeat timer (one global)
QoS inspect timer (one global)
QIT
WFRT wait for reslwnse timer (one global)

N

Fig. 4. Symbols o f formal descnption.

A. Metric Aquisition
The metric is demanded from the resource management
Systems with a simple request-responst protocol. The message types are QOSLOCALJIEQUEST/QOSLOCAL_RESPONSE and QOS_NETJIEQUEST/QOSBET_RESPONSE.
QoSFinder can request current information periodically or
event-driven. In case of penodic requests, a high frequency
introduces additional overhead, whereas low frequencies reduce relevance to the present. An event-driven request should
be sent a short period after a routing decision, because there
is a high probability of a change in the amount of available resources which implies route calculation. Additional
mechanisms are necessary for event-driven requests, e.g., the
recognition of events such as flow termination or QoS changes.
The event-driven method can provide newer information but
is more expensive.
Furthermore, a RMS might inform routing processes without
a prior request (periodically or event-driven) about a changed
resource utilization. With regard to the expense and the age
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TI: 1-AMHERE lrom a,

T4: U P D A T d , qos, (0, ...,a,,)) Imm a,

send NOTIFY-UP(0, a,) to all ai E N \ {a,};
if a, E N h siaie(a3 = DOWN then
deleie MDT(a3;
end if
if a, @ N then
N := N U {a,);
end if
start DDT(a,);
siaie(a,) := UP;

// Erst address := a,
..., a,));
// looptest
for aII ai in (aZ,..., an) do
Tor all aj E A do
if nehvorkgari(ai) = networkgarc(ai) then
ignore message and relurn;
end if
end for
end for
qosagg := aggregate(qos, qosld, qo%„ of firsi neiwork iowards d);
// deslination unknown
if (d, any, any) @ R lhen
R := R U {(4qos, (a„ ...,an))};
send UPDATE(& qosagg,(0, a„ ..., an)) io all ai E N \ {a,);
// desiinalion and rouie .bown
eLw if (d, any. (a„ ..., a,,)) E R then
lf qos changed signilicantly then
R := R \ ( ( 4 qos,ld, (an ...,an))} U {(4 qos, (a„ ...,an ))};
send UPDATE(d. qosag8,(0, a,. ...,a,) io all ai E N \ {a,};
end if
// delete complele worse routes
lf (break in (a„ ..., a,)) then
for all I; = (J qosi, any t (a„ ..., a,,)) do
if qos; < qos then
R := R \ ( r i ) ;
end if
end Tor
end if
lf 3 (d, qos;, mute = (any (a„ ..., a,,))) E R A qosi > qos A @reak in mute) tben
R := R \ I ( 4 qos, (a„ ...,an))};
end lf
/I destination known, mute unknown:
eise if(d, any, any (a„ ..., an)) E R A (d, any, (a„ ...,aJ) )) R then
l i 3 (d, qos;, route = (any (an ..., a,,))) E R A qos; > qos A 7 (brenk in muk) then
ignore rnesage and return;
end lf
updatenag := FALSE;
if (break in (a„ ..., a,,)) then
for all r; = (d, qosi, any (a,..., an)) do
lf qosi < qos then
R := R \ {r;);
updaiefiag := TRUE,
end if
end for
end if
if updalenag then
send U P D A w d , qusog, (0. a,. ..., an)) lo all ai E N \ (a,);
R := R U {(d, qos, (a,, ...,an)));
end if
end lf

TZ:1-GO-DOWN lrom a,
send NOTIFY-DOWN((), a,) to all ai E N \ {ax);
if a, E N then
state(a,) := DOWN
end lf
T3: ALL-REQUEST lrom a,

for all r; E R do
send UPDATE(ri) io +;
end for
for all b; E B do
send NOTIFY-DO%W(bi) to a,;
end for
Fig. 5.
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Formal specification.

of routing information, this procedure would be optimal. A
local RMS informs only the routing process at the same node.
A network RMS has to inform all routers connected to the
corresponding network Segment. Broadcast mechanisms are
used if possible. The Prototype implementation of QoSFinder
uses only periodic requests.
B. Requesting a Route
A system gets access to the information about routes via
the following two message types.
ROUTEREQUEST: This message is sent from the requesting entity to the QoSFinder process. In the PDU the
required QoS and a list of targets are specified. On receipt of a
ROUTE-REQUEST message, for each target the possibly best
route is chosen among the available routes using the described
heuristic.
ROUTERESPONSE: This response message contains the
address of the router to be queried next for each target specified
in the request message. The request messages may have been
sent not only from the local protocol automaton but also
from an endsystem which is attached to one of the directly
connected networks. In this case, the ROUTE-RESPONSE
message must only contain router addresses directly reachable
by the endsystem, i.e., those addresses must be on the same
network as the endsystem.
If the request was sent by a remote system, the following
mle is applied during the address insertion: If the first address
of the chosen route is on the same network as the system
querying, then that address is inserted into the response.
Otherwise, that router address is stored in the message which
is on that particular network.
C. Routing Protocol Specijication
All routing protocol messages contain a uniform protocol
header including y p e , version, and checksum for the header
and the Parameter part. As shown in Table U, the routing

(d, qos, (0, ..., an)) -.(d, qos, (a„

7

-

7

Fig. 6.

Formal specification (coniinued).

protocol consists of seven PDU types which are described in
the following.
I4M3IERE: Using this PDU, a new QoSFinder process
announces its existence to the QoSFinder processes at its
neighbor routers. It is transmined at the beginning of the initialization phase. A router which receives this PDU transmits
a NOTIEY>
message to indicate the newly-started router.
The new router is added to the list of known neighbor routers if
it is not already included in that list. The list entry is updated,
i.e., the new router is marked as up and the time starnp for the
last received HEARTBEAT message is set to the current time.
I-GODOWN: As part of its shutdown processing, a QoSFinder process sends an IGO-DOWN message to all its
neighbor routers to indicate that it will no longer be available.
This way, these routers are able to switch quicker to other
routes since they can react directly and do not have to
wait for failure indications due to missing HEARTBEAT
messages. A router which receives the IGO-DOWN message
transmits a NOTIFY-DOWN message to announce that no
communication is possible via its link to the (stopping) router.

e*

.

'

1

i':
I

it
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Ii

: '1

T5:NOTIN-DOWN(ak, al) from %
lf ak = 0 then
ak := a,;

i

/

;
1

!

I

(dl, .... 4)do
select best suited route lo d;;
rd lor
&E.
ROUTE-RESPONSE(id, (a,,
l u a n di in

T6: NOnm-UP(ak, aI) from a,

112 QIT exceeded

if ak = 0 then
ak := ax;
end i t
i l (b = (ak, aI)) E B thca
B := B \ {(ak, al));
delete MDT(b);
send NOTIFY-UP(ak, al) to all ai E N \
end if

d QOS-LOCAL-REQUEST to local RMS;

if qoslw1,

Qrr:
W

i l qoschanged = TRUE then
Tor aII ri E R d o
qosaU := aggregate(qosi, qoqml. q o h t of respective neiwork);
if qos changed signilicanliy then
send UPDATE(d, qosagg.(0, al, .... aJ) lo all aj E N \ {al}
end if
end for
eod I1
qaschanged := FALSE;
T14: DDT(a, E N) exceeded
siaie(a,) := DOWN;
send NOTIFY-DOWN(0, a 3 10 aii a i E N \ (a,);
slari MDT(aJ;
T15: MDT(a, E N) excecded
for aII ri = (any, any, (a„ any, ...,any)) E R d o
R := R \ {r;};
end lor
N := N \ {a,);

„* q o s l d tben

:= qo~loul.ncw;
qo-hanged
:= TRUE,
end i l

T16:MDT(h, = (a,, a 3 E B) exceeded
i.

foraI1 ri = (any, any, (any, ..., (al, az), ..., any)) E R d a
R := R \ {I;);
end Tor
lor 811 ri = (any, any, (any, ..., (a2, aI), ..., any)) E R do
R := R \ {ri);
end for
B := B \ (b*);

from neiwork RMS

q~%~twort
i. nnv * qoSnetwork i then
q'JSnctwork i := <Iosnctwork i. nsw;
qo-hanged
:= TRUE;
end if
Formal specification (conlinired).
Fig. 8.

/

WFRT,

Tl): WFRT exceeded

1%);

'l"~l„l

TP:QoS-NET-RESPONSE(~~S,-*

11 See subseciion 3.2.

xrd QOS-NEXREQUEST to all directly wnnecied network RMS;

T8: Q o S ~ ~ C A L _ R E S P O N S Y ~ fmm
~ ~ ~local
~ ~ ,RMS

I

..., an));

s e ~ dHEARTBEAT ~o a l ~
ai E N,
src: H r n ;

If a. E N then
11siate(a,) = DOWN then
slaie(a,J := UP;
delete MDT(+);
send NOTIN-UP(0, a,) lo all ai E N \ {a,);
send ALL-REQUEST lo a,;
end if
else
N := N U {a,);
send N o n - U P ( O , i i , ) io all ai E N \ {a,);
send ALL-REQUEST to a,;
end Ir
statt DDT(a,);

!

// see subsection 2.3.

T1 1: HBT exceeded

T7:HEARTBEAT lmm a,

Fig. 7.

ROUTE-REQUEST(id, qos, (dl, ..., d,)) from a, or from e,

:
1

end IF
if (ak. al) E B then
ignore message and return;
eke
B := B U (ak, al);
send NOTIFY-DOWN(ak, 2,) to aii ai E N \ {a,);
s m MDT((ak. q));
end if

!

I
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Furthermore, the receiving router marks the stopping router as
down in its list of neighbor routers; however, the list entry is
not removed.
ALLJIEQUEST: The ALL-REQUEST message is used to
query a specific neighbor router about its routing tables and
its table containing the infomation about breakdowns which
have occurred. It is sent to a router iirom which a HbARTBEAT
message has been received but which is either not contained
in the list of neighbor routers or which is marked as down,
e.g., if some routers are active and another router S t a r t s .
A new or restarted router itself transmits an
ALL-REQUEST message to each router for the first
HEARTBEAT message it receives from that neighbor. On
receipt of an ALL-REQUEST message, a router sends
the content of its routing t a b l e via UPDATE messages
and t h e information from the table of breakdowns via

NOmm-DOWN messages directly to the sender of t h e
ALL-REQUEST message.
UPDATE: The purpose of the UPDATE messages is to
provide the neighbor routers with infomation a b o u t the own

Formal specification (conrinued).

TABLE I1
PDU TYPESOF THE ROUTINGPROTOCOL
PDU Type

Occurrence

Receiver

Parameters

all neighhors

1-AM-HERE

once

I-GO-DOWN

once

all neighbors

ALLREQUEST

event-driven

one neighhor

-

UPDATE

event-driven

all neighhors
(limited)

Target, QoS, Route.
Length of Route

NOTIFY-DOWN

event-driven

all neighhors
(limiied)

two addresses

NOTIFY-UP

event-driven

all neighbors
(limiied)

two addresses

HEARTBEAT

periodic

all neighhors

-

routing table. Each message descnbes one mute arid the QoS
available O n it. As soon as the initialization lJhase has been
c o m p l e t e d , a router sends UPDATE messages for its entire
routing table. At this time, the routing table contains entries
about directly connected networks arid the routing hforma-
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HEARTBEAT
NOTIFY-DOWN 0 a4

NOTIFY-DOWN 0 a4

Fig. 9. Initialization phase of a router.
Fig. 11. Transmission of NOTIFY-DOWN.

Fig. 10. Routing loop through a network.

tion which has been requested from neighbor routers via
ALL-REQUEST messages. With the UPDATE messages, the
neighbor routers are informed about the targets reachable via
the new router and the link between the connected networks
is established (Fig. 9).
During the normal operation mode, an UPDATE message
is sent if a certain event occurred. The events which trigger
the UPDATE message transmission are changes larger than a
specified threshold in the QoS of the local system or of directly
connected networks, and the receipt of UPDATE messages
from other routers.
When a router receives an UPDATE message, a routing loop
detection test is performed by comparing the network parts of
the router addresses contained in the route (from the second to
the last address given in the route) with the network numbers
of the directly connected networks. In the case that identical
numbers are found, a routing loop has been detected and the
further processing of this message is aborted. This way, it is
guaranteed that the routes stored in the routing table are free
of loops. If the complete addresses instead of only the network
number part of the addresses would be compared, then only
loops in which the router is passed multiple times are found
but no loops due to the network topology (Fig. 10).
Then it is checked whether the target is already known. If
not, the route is added to the routing table, the QoS Parameters
are aggregated, and an UPDATE message is sent to the other
neighbors. If the target is already stored in the routing table,
it has to be considered whether the advertised route or only
other routes to the target are known.
If the routing table contains already information about the
advertised route, then the QoS via this route is set to the new
value. In the case that it differs significantly from the previous
QoS, an UPDATE PDU is transmitted. If the QoS of the
route is nonambiguously worse than the QoS available using a
different route without breakdowns, then the information about
the considered route is removed. If the QoS via the route is
nonambiguously better than that available via another route,
then the latter route is removed (except there is a breakdown
in the route with the changed QoS).

Similar operations are performed in the case of known target
and unknown advertised routes. If the router qlready knows a
better route to the target (without breakdowns), then the new
route is not stored and the PDU is dropped. If there is no
break in the new route and it is nonambiguously better than
an available route to that target, the old route is removed. If
an old route has been removed, the new route is stored in the
routing table and an UPDATE message is sent.
NOTIFYDOWN: NOTiFY-DOWN messages are used to
distribute information about breakdowns. The PDU contains
the two addresses of adjacent routers between which no
communication is possible. It is assumed that a breakdown
is bidirectional, i.e., affects communication in either direction. '
As seen in Fig. 11, a NOTIFY-DOWN message is sent
if no HEARTBEAT message has been received from a router
within a certain time intemal. The first address field of the
PDU is set to NULL, the second address contains the address
of the unreachable neighbor router. That way, it is taken into
account that a router has several addresses. A router which
receives a NOTIN-DOWN message with a first address
set to NULL ovenvrites this field with the address of the
sender. A NOTIFY-DOWN message with both addresses
different from NULL is not modified.
The PDU is ignored in the case that the failure is already
stored in the router's tables. Otherwise, the information is
added to the table of breakdowns, the time starnp for that entry
is Set to the current time, and a NOTIFY-DOWN message
is sent to the other neighbor routers. To limit the protocol
overhead, only one message (the first) is transmitted further if
a router receives a NOTIFY-DOWN via two different routes.
NOTIFY-UP: The NOTIFY-UP message uses the same
format as the NOTIFY-DOWN message. It informs routers
that a path which has been reported as malfunctioning by
NOTIFY-DOWN messages, has become active again. If the
table of a router which receives such a message contains an
entry for that breakdown, it removes that information and
sends a NOTiFY-UP to the neighbors. Otherwise the PDU
is dropped.
HEARTBEAT: HEARTBEAT messages are sent penodically. On receipt of such a PDU, it is checked whether the
sender is known. If so, the router updates the time stamp for the
last HEARTBEAT message from that sender. If the sender is
marked as down, then a NOTIN-UP message is sent and the
routing table from the sender is queried via ALL-REQUEST.
In the case that the sender of the HEARTBEAT message is
unknown, it is added to the routing table and the same steps
as for a recovered router are performed, i.e., NOTIEY-UP and
ALL-REQUEST messages are transrnitted.

I

I

I
I

I
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Fig. 12. Network A with QoS Parameters. QoS

= (Delay [ms]; throughput [Mbls]; error rate [10-6]),~values before connection establishments.

Here the purpose of the I-AM-HERE PDU becomes clear.
Using this PDU, a new router registers itself at its neighbors. On receiving the first HEARTBEAT message from this
new router, the neighbors do not have to react bv sending
ALL-REQUEST messages. The new router is already known
because it distributed its accumulated information already at
the end of its initialization phase.

W.

TESTS AND &2XJLTS

The metric and PDU's of QoSFinder have been implemented and tested. A test environment has been developed to
evaluate QoSFinder's functionality. The results have shown
that the QoSFinder approach is supenor to other routing
mechanisms with respect to the probability of a successful
flow setup.

TABLE 111
RESULTSOF THE QUALITATIVE
COMPARISON
Metric
minimum hop

FIOW

X

I route 1 J

FIOW

Y

( route 1 not successfuI

rnaximum ihroughput

route 2 not successfu~ route 2 J

minimum delay

route 1 J

rouie I not successful

QoSFinder

raute 1 J

route 2 J

B. Test Parameters
The following metrics have been used for qualitative and
quantitative comparison with the QoSFinder metric:
1) rninimum number of routers passed (hop count);
2) maximum throughput;
3) minimum delay.
C. Network A: Qualitative Comparison

A. Test Environment
To perform the evaluation, the QoSFinder processes of the
involved routers are embedded into the test environment which
is a capsule for the communication with the resource managen,
neighbored routers, and network protocol agents. The protocol
messages to these modules are sent from the sender router
to the receiver router via this test environment. To evaluate
QoSFinder in larger network scenarios than available, the test
environment also simulates the networks, the RMS's, and the
flow setups.
The message traffic is traced. A specific language has been
developed to modify the parameters of the test environment.
For exarnple, this language is used to describe the infrastructure of the network and to send flow setup request events to
the routers.
A flow setup is simulated by 1) checking the local resources,
2) sending the ROUTE-REQUEST message to the related
QoSFinder processes, and 3) adapting the QoS parameters of
the networks and routers. A flow setup request is only accepted
if the required resources are available and if no QoS guarantees
for existing rese~ationswould be violated. As a restriction of
the test environment, only linear dependencies of the network
Parameter delay and error rate from the bandwidth utilization
are simulated.

This subsection contains a qualitative comparison of the
metrics. The topology of the test network is shown in Fig. 12.
An application at the sender node requests two flows to a
receiver. The flows can only be established if the network
provides the following QoS parameters: Flow X requires 1
Mbls minimum throughput, 50 ms maximum delay, and a
maximum error rate of 20. To set up flow Y, 4 Mbls minimum
throughput, 150 ms maximum delay, and a maximum error
rate of 20 are required.
Each of the considered metrics is able to find a route in
the network for one of these flows. However, the QoSFinder
metric is the only metnc which finds a way for both flows.
For example, by using the hop metnc and the minimum
delay metnc, the request for flow Y is rejected because the
throughput requirement is not fulfilled. Using the maximum
throughput metric, flow X is rejected because the delay
exceeds the maximum delay allowed. Table ILI shows the
results of this qualitative comparison. Hence, for this scenano
the probability of successful flow setups has been increased
by using the QoSFinder metric.
D. Network B: Quantitative Comparison
A larger test network (See Fig. 13) is used for a quantitative
comparison of the metrics. The test network is a meshed
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Fig. 13. Network B with QoS Parameters. QoS

Acceptance
Probabi"

[ms]; throughput [Mbls]; error rate [10-~]).
TABLE N
NETWORKLOAD

QoSFinder
number

0.6

= (Delay
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throughP"*

delay

Metric

Average network load

Standard deviation

minimum Iiop
maximum throughput
minimum delay
QoSFinder

24.6
25.4

16.1

(Table IV). However, a balanced load does not imply that the
QoS requirements are met. The advantage of the QoSFinder
approach is a higher probability of successful flow setups.

I
Metric
Fig. 14. Probability of successful flow setups.

network comprising 13 network Segments and 12 routers.
Every network segment contains endsystems connected to the
network. In the test network, these endsystems are simulated
by having one endsystem per network segment with the
accumulated capacity (not shown in Fig. 13). The sender, the
receiver, the QoS pararneters, the time of the request, and the
duration were randomly generated for each of the flows. A
total number of 1000 flow setup requests has been simulated.
The results of the simulation are presented in Fig. 14.
The expenment has shown that the QoSFinder memc is
the best metnc. By using the QoS-Finder memc, 79% of
all flow setup requests were accepted. The minimum delay
metric reached 71%, the minimum hop memc 62%, and
the maximum bandwidth metric 58%. These probabilities are
based on the relation between the successful flow setup to the
overall number of flow setup requests.'
Additional measurements in network B have shown that
the QoSFinder metric realizes the second best load balance

'

Another measurement is the relation between the flows accepted and the
number of flows acceptable. Because this evaluation requires complex graph
searches regarding the stnicture of the network. the sequence of flow setup
requests, and the Parameters of the flows previously set up. it has not been
implemented.

V. SUMMARY
AND OUTLOOK
The QoSFinder method uses a Set of QoS pararneters when
routing multimedia flows in Computer networks. The heuristic
is flexible and extensible. As shown by simulating various
scenarios in diverse network topologies, it is supenor to
other dynamic routing methods by increasing the acceptance
probability of multimedia flows. It also reduces flow setup
times.
The simulations have also shown that the number of routes
to be stored per destination is much less (avg. 1.6 routes per
destination in Network B) than the total number of paths to
that destination (avg. 12.5 in Network B). Lmkstate routing,
instead of path vector routing with storage of pre-computed
altemate routes, would reduce the storage complexity and the
communication complexity, but would increase the complexity
of path selection. It is planned to carry out a detailed complexity analysis of these routing methods in combination with the
heunstic of QoSFinder.
Starting with the existing implementation, we intend to
integrate QoSFider into multimedia communication Systems
such as an IPngRSVP implementation. Such implementations
then would also need to address the following issues:
1) optimize routing for muiticast trees so that cost is
minirnized for accessing all targets,
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2) achieve load balancing and easy rerouting of StEaInS
within the constraints of QoS parameters, and
3) use routing hierarchies to ensure scaling of routing
mechanisms.
In addition, the robustness of the routing protocol itself needs
to be considered. .
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